
Week 2 

I hope you all managed to enjoy the sunshine last week, what beautiful weather! Remember what we were saying 

about this all being an opportunity to cleanse our planet? It sure is. Take a look at these incredible photos to show 

the difference: 

 

This is Beijing.  

So much less air pollution! 

 

 

Venice canals are now full of crystal clear water.  

Apparently, there have been visits from dolphins! 

 
HEADLINE: Air gets cleaner and carbon emissions drop across busiest 
areas of UK 
 

 

Have you been able to do much work? I can imagine it’s tricky to get your head around this new, temporary way of 

learning but I’m sure you’re trying your best (as always) and hopefully having a bit of fun with it. 

This week’s resources uploaded include: 

ENGLISH 
Daily Pobble tasks. Don’t forget that there’s an opportunity to express your arty side on the last page once you’ve 

done some daily writing. 

GRAMMAR 

Coordinating conjunctions worksheet. There is a PowerPoint for you to go through before completing, hopefully it 

will remind you if you’ve forgotten! 

 
READING 

Find attached an Oliver Twist reading comprehension. You know what you’re capable of. Take a look at the three 

options and choose which you feel most confident trying. If you start and it’s too easy…switch to a harder version ☺ 

 

MATHS 

Daily tasks. 1) Arithmetic questions 2) 6x table maze 3) maths activity mat 4) adding and subtracting fractions 5) 

colour and label fractions 

 

SCIENCE 

Complete the worksheet about the use of electrical items in your home. Consider which are the most important. 

How would you cope without these electrical appliances? 

 

TOPIC 

Use the research sheet to highlight/underline key information about specific historical terms that we will be using 

during our new topic about the Tudors. Now use the worksheet to create your own vocabulary bank and definitions. 

We can eventually stick these into our Topic books when we are back in school. 


